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CHAPTER 2.  
THE NEUROBIOLOGY OF SUBSTANCE USE, 
MISUSE, AND ADDICTION

Chapter 2 Preview
A substantial body of research has accumulated over several decades and transformed our 
understanding of substance use and its effects on the brain. This knowledge has opened the door to new 
ways of thinking about prevention and treatment of substance use disorders.

This chapter describes the neurobiological framework underlying substance use and why some people 
transition from using or misusing alcohol or drugs to a substance use disorder—including its most 
severe form, addiction. The chapter explains how these substances produce changes in brain structure 
and function that promote and sustain addiction and contribute to relapse. The chapter also addresses 
similarities and differences in how the various classes of addictive substances affect the brain and 
behavior and provides a brief overview of key factors that influence risk for substance use disorders.

An Evolving Understanding of Substance Use Disorders 
Scientific breakthroughs have revolutionized the understanding of substance use disorders. For 
example, severe substance use disorders, commonly called addictions, were once viewed largely as a moral 
failing or character flaw, but are now understood to be chronic illnesses characterized by clinically 
significant impairments in health, social function, and voluntary control over substance use.3 Although 
the mechanisms may be different, addiction has many features in common with disorders such as 
diabetes, asthma, and hypertension. All of these disorders are chronic, subject to relapse, and influenced 
by genetic, developmental, behavioral, social, and environmental factors. In all of these disorders, 
affected individuals may have difficulty in complying with the prescribed treatment.4 

This evolving understanding of substance use disorders as medical conditions has had important 
implications for prevention and treatment. Research demonstrating that addiction is driven by changes 
in the brain has helped to reduce the negative attitudes associated with substance use disorders and 
provided support for integrating treatment for substance use disorders into mainstream health care. 
Moreover, research on the basic neurobiology of addiction has already resulted in several effective 
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KEY FINDINGS*
• Well-supported scientific evidence shows that addiction to alcohol or drugs is a chronic brain disease

that has potential for recurrence and recovery.

• Well-supported evidence suggests that the addiction process involves a three-stage cycle: binge/
intoxication, withdrawal/negative affect, and preoccupation/anticipation. This cycle becomes more
severe as a person continues substance use and as it produces dramatic changes in brain function that
reduce a person’s ability to control his or her substance use.

• Well-supported scientific evidence shows that disruptions in three areas of the brain are particularly
important in the onset, development, and maintenance of substance use disorders: the basal ganglia,
the extended amygdala, and the prefrontal cortex. These disruptions: (1) enable substance-associated
cues to trigger substance seeking (i.e., they increase incentive salience); (2) reduce sensitivity of brain
systems involved in the experience of pleasure or reward, and heighten activation of brain stress
systems; and (3) reduce functioning of brain executive control systems, which are involved in the ability
to make decisions and regulate one’s actions, emotions, and impulses.

• Supported scientific evidence shows that these changes in the brain persist long after substance use
stops. It is not yet known how much these changes may be reversed or how long that process may take.

• Well-supported scientific evidence shows that adolescence is a critical “at-risk period” for substance
use and addiction. All addictive drugs, including alcohol and marijuana, have especially harmful effects
on the adolescent brain, which is still undergoing significant development.

* Well-supported: when evidence is derived from multiple rigorous human and nonhuman studies; Supported:
when evidence is derived from rigorous but fewer human and nonhuman studies.

medications for the treatment of alcohol, opioid, and nicotine use disorders, and clinical trials are 
ongoing to test other potential new treatments.5

All addictive substances have powerful effects on the brain. These effects account for the euphoric 
or intensely pleasurable feelings that people experience during their initial use of alcohol or other 
substances, and these feelings motivate people to use those substances again and again, despite the risks 
for significant harms. 

As individuals continue to misuse alcohol or other substances, 
progressive changes, called neuroadaptations, occur in the 
structure and function of the brain. These neuroadaptations 
compromise brain function and also drive the transition from 
controlled, occasional substance use to chronic misuse, which 
can be difficult to control. Moreover, these brain changes 

endure long after an individual stops using substances. They may produce continued, periodic craving 
for the substance that can lead to relapse: More than 60 percent of people treated for a substance use 
disorder experience relapse within the first year after they are discharged from treatment,4,6 and a 
person can remain at increased risk of relapse for many years.7,8 

However, addiction is not an inevitable consequence of substance use. Whether an individual ever uses 
alcohol or another substance, and whether that initial use progresses to a substance use disorder of any 
severity, depends on a number of factors. These include: a person’s genetic makeup and other individual 

See the section on ”Factors that 
Increase Risk for Substance Use, Misuse, 
and Addiction” later in this chapter.
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biological factors; the age when use begins; psychological 
factors related to a person’s unique history and personality; 
and environmental factors, such as the availability of drugs, 
family and peer dynamics, financial resources, cultural norms, 
exposure to stress, and access to social support.9 Some of 
these factors increase risk for substance use, misuse, and use disorders, whereas other factors provide
buffers against those risks. Nonetheless, specific combinations of factors can drive the emergence and 
continuation of substance misuse and the progression to a disorder or an addiction. 

1

See Chapter 3 - Prevention Programs
and Policies.

1

Conducting Research on the Neurobiology of 
Substance Use, Misuse, and Addiction 
Until recently, much of our knowledge about the neurobiology of substance use, misuse, and addiction 
came from the study of laboratory animals. Although no 
animal model fully reflects the human experience, animal 
studies let researchers investigate addiction under highly 
controlled conditions that may not be possible or ethical 
to replicate in humans. These types of studies have greatly 
helped to answer questions about how particular genes, 
developmental processes, and environmental factors, such as stressors, affect substance-taking behavior. 

Neurobiology studies in animals have historically focused on what happens in the brain right after 
taking an addictive substance (this is called the acute impact), but research has shifted to the study of 
how ongoing, long-term (or chronic) substance use changes the brain. One of the main goals of this 
research is to understand at the most basic level the mechanisms through which substance use alters 
brain structure and function and drives the transition from occasional use to misuse, addiction, and 
relapse.10

A growing body of substance use research conducted with humans is complementing the work in 
animals. For example, human studies have benefited greatly from the use of brain-imaging technologies, 
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) scans. These 
technologies allow researchers to “see” inside the living human brain so that they can investigate and 
characterize the biochemical, functional, and structural changes in the brain that result from alcohol 
and drug use. The technologies also allow them to understand how differences in brain structure and 
function may contribute to substance use, misuse, and addiction. 

Animal and human studies build on and inform each other, and in combination provide a more 
complete picture of the neurobiology of addiction. The rest of this chapter weaves together the most 
compelling data from both types of studies to describe a neurobiological framework for addiction.

Neurobiology. The study of the 
anatomy, function, and diseases of the 
brain and nervous system.

1
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A Basic Primer on the Human Brain
To understand how addictive substances affect the brain, it is important to first understand the basic biology of 
healthy brain function. The brain is an amazingly complex organ that is constantly at work. Within the brain, a mix 
of chemical and electrical processes controls the body’s most basic functions, like breathing and digestion. These 
processes also control how people react to the multitudes of sounds, smells, and other sensory stimuli around 
them, and they organize and direct individuals’ highest thinking and emotive powers so that they can interact with 
other people, carry out daily activities, and make complex decisions.

The brain is made of an estimated 86 billion nerve cells—called neurons—as well as other cell types. Each neuron 
has a cell body, an axon, and dendrites (Figure 2.1). The cell body and its nucleus control the neuron’s activities. 
The axon extends out from the cell body and transmits messages to other neurons. Dendrites branch out from the 
cell body and receive messages from the axons of other neurons.

Neurons communicate with one another through chemical messengers called neurotransmitters. The 
neurotransmitters cross a tiny gap, or synapse, between neurons and attach to receptors on the receiving neuron. 
Some neurotransmitters are inhibitory—they make it less likely that the receiving neuron will carry out some action. 
Others are excitatory, meaning that they stimulate neuronal function, priming it to send signals to other neurons. 

Neurons are organized in clusters that perform specific functions (described as networks or circuits). For example, 
some networks are involved with thinking, learning, emotions, and memory. Other networks communicate with 
muscles, stimulating them into action. Still others receive and interpret stimuli from the sensory organs, such as the 
eyes and ears, or the skin. The addiction cycle disrupts the normal functions of some of these neuronal networks. 

Figure 2.1: A Neuron and its Parts 
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The Primary Brain Regions Involved in Substance 
Use Disorders
The brain has many regions that are interconnected with one another, forming dynamic networks that 
are responsible for specific functions, such as attention, self-regulation, perception, language, reward, 
emotion, and movement, along with many other functions. This chapter focuses on three regions that 
are the key components of networks that are intimately involved in the development and persistence 
of substance use disorders: the basal ganglia, the extended amygdala, and the prefrontal cortex (Figure 

2.2). The basal ganglia control the rewarding, or pleasurable, effects of substance use and are also 
responsible for the formation of habitual substance taking. The extended amygdala is involved in stress 
and the feelings of unease, anxiety, and irritability that typically accompany substance withdrawal. The 
prefrontal cortex is involved in executive function (i.e., the ability to organize thoughts and activities, 
prioritize tasks, manage time, and make decisions), including exerting control over substance taking.

These brain areas and their associated networks are not solely involved in substance use disorders. 
Indeed, these systems are broadly integrated and serve many critical roles in helping humans and 
other animals survive. For example, when people engage in certain activities, such as consuming food 
or having sex, chemicals within the basal ganglia produce feelings of pleasure. This reward motivates 
individuals to continue to engage in these activities, thereby ensuring the survival of the species. 
Likewise, in the face of danger, activation of the brain’s stress systems within the extended amygdala 
drives “fight or flight” responses. These responses, too, are critical for survival. As described in more 
detail below, these and other survival systems are “hijacked” by addictive substances.

Figure 2.2: Areas of the Human Brain that Are Especially Important in Addiction
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The Basal Ganglia
The basal ganglia are a group of structures located deep within the brain that play an important role in 
keeping body movements smooth and coordinated. They are also involved in learning routine behaviors 
and forming habits. Two sub-regions of the basal ganglia are particularly important in substance use 
disorders: 

$ The nucleus accumbens, which is involved in motivation and the experience of reward, and

$ The dorsal striatum, which is involved in forming habits and other routine behaviors.11

The Extended Amygdala 
The extended amygdala and its sub-regions, located beneath the basal ganglia, regulate the brain’s 
reactions to stress-including behavioral responses like “fight or flight” and negative emotions like 
unease, anxiety, and irritability. This region also interacts with the hypothalamus, an area of the brain 
that controls activity of multiple hormone-producing glands, such as the pituitary gland at the base of 
the brain and the adrenal glands at the top of each kidney. These glands, in turn, control reactions to 
stress and regulate many other bodily processes.12

The Prefrontal Cortex 
The prefrontal cortex is located at the very front of the brain, over the eyes, and is responsible for 
complex cognitive processes described as “executive function.” Executive function is the ability to 
organize thoughts and activities, prioritize tasks, manage time, make decisions, and regulate one’s 
actions, emotions, and impulses.13

The Addiction Cycle
Addiction can be described as a repeating cycle with three stages. Each stage is particularly associated 
with one of the brain regions described above—basal ganglia, extended amygdala, and prefrontal cortex 
(Figure 2.3).10 This three-stage model draws on decades of human and animal research and provides a
useful way to understand the symptoms of addiction, how it can be prevented and treated, and how 
people can recover from it.14 The three stages of addiction are:

$ Binge/Intoxication, the stage at which an individual consumes an intoxicating substance and
experiences its rewarding or pleasurable effects;

$ Withdrawal/Negative Affect, the stage at which an individual experiences a negative emotional
state in the absence of the substance; and

$ Preoccupation/Anticipation, the stage at which one seeks substances again after a period of
abstinence.
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Figure 2.3: The Three Stages of the Addiction Cycle and the Brain Regions Associated 
with Them 

   

 

 

 

The three stages are linked to and feed on each other, but they also involve different brain regions, 
circuits (or networks), and neurotransmitters and result in specific kinds of changes in the brain. A 
person may go through this three-stage cycle over the course of weeks or months or progress through 
it several times in a day. There may be variation in how people progress through the cycle and the 
intensity with which they experience each of the stages. Nonetheless, the addiction cycle tends to 
intensify over time, leading to greater physical and psychological harm.10

The following sections describe each of the stages in more detail. But first, it is necessary to explain 
four behaviors that are central to the addiction cycle: impulsivity, positive reinforcement, negative 
reinforcement, and compulsivity. 

For many people, initial substance use involves an element of impulsivity, or acting without foresight 
or regard for the consequences. For example, an adolescent may impulsively take a first drink, smoke a 
cigarette, begin experimenting with marijuana, or succumb to peer pressure to try a party drug. If the 
experience is pleasurable, this feeling positively reinforces the substance use, making the person more 
likely to take the substance again. 

Another person may take a substance to relieve negative feelings such as stress, anxiety, or depression. 
In this case, the temporary relief the substance brings from the negative feelings negatively reinforces
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substance use, increasing the likelihood that the person will 
use again. Importantly, positive and negative reinforcement 
need not be driven solely by the effects of the drugs. Many 
other environmental and social stimuli can reinforce a 
behavior. For example, the approval of peers positively 
reinforces substance use for some people. Likewise, if 
drinking or using drugs with others provides relief from 
social isolation, substance use behavior could be negatively 
reinforced. 

The positively reinforcing effects of substances tend to 
diminish with repeated use. This is called tolerance and may 
lead to use of the substance in greater amounts and/or more 
frequently in an attempt to experience the initial level of 
reinforcement. Eventually, in the absence of the substance, 
a person may experience negative emotions such as stress, 
anxiety, or depression, or feel physically ill. This is called 
withdrawal, which often leads the person to use the substance 
again to relieve the withdrawal symptoms. 

As use becomes an ingrained behavior, impulsivity shifts to 
compulsivity, and the primary drivers of repeated substance 
use shift from positive reinforcement (feeling pleasure) to 
negative reinforcement (feeling relief), as the person seeks to 
stop the negative feelings and physical illness that accompany 
withdrawal.15 Eventually, the person begins taking the 
substance not to get “high,” but rather to escape the “low” feelings to which, ironically, chronic drug 
use has contributed. Compulsive substance seeking is a key characteristic of addiction, as is the loss of 
control over use. Compulsivity helps to explain why many people with addiction experience relapses 
after attempting to abstain from or reduce use. 

The following sections provide more detail about each of the three stages—binge/intoxication, 
withdrawal/negative affect, and preoccupation/anticipation—and the neurobiological processes 
underlying them.

Impulsivity. An inability to resist urges, 
deficits in delaying gratification, and 
unreflective decision-making. It is 
a tendency to act without foresight 
or regard for consequences and to 
prioritize immediate rewards over long-
term goals.1 

Positive reinforcement. The process 
by which presentation of a stimulus such 
as a drug increases the probability of a 
response like drug taking.

Negative reinforcement. The process 
by which removal of a stimulus such as 
negative feelings or emotions increases 
the probability of a response like drug 
taking.

Compulsivity. Repetitive behaviors 
in the face of adverse consequences, 
and repetitive behaviors that are 
inappropriate to a particular situation. 
People suffering from compulsions 
often recognize that the behaviors 
are harmful, but they nonetheless feel 
emotionally compelled to perform 
them. Doing so reduces tension, stress, 
or anxiety.1

1

1

Binge/Intoxication Stage: Basal Ganglia
The binge/intoxication stage of the addiction cycle is the stage at which an individual consumes the 
substance of choice. This stage heavily involves the basal ganglia (Figure 2.4) and its two key brain sub-
regions, the nucleus accumbens and the dorsal striatum. In this stage, substances affect the brain in 
several ways.
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Figure 2.4: The Binge/Intoxication Stage and the Basal Ganglia

 

Addictive Substances “Hijack” Brain Reward Systems
All addictive substances produce feelings of pleasure. These “rewarding effects” positively reinforce 
their use and increase the likelihood of repeated use. The rewarding effects of substances involve 
activity in the nucleus accumbens, including activation of the brain’s dopamine and opioid signaling 
system. Many studies have shown that neurons that release dopamine are activated, either directly or 
indirectly, by all addictive substances, but particularly by stimulants such as cocaine, amphetamines, and 
nicotine (Figure 2.5).16 In addition, the brain’s opioid system, which includes naturally occurring opioid
molecules (i.e., endorphins, enkephalins, and dynorphins) and three types of opioid receptors (i.e., mu, 
delta, and kappa), plays a key role in mediating the rewarding effects of other addictive substances, 
including opioids and alcohol. Activation of the opioid system 
by these substances stimulates the nucleus accumbens directly 
or indirectly through the dopamine system. Brain imaging 
studies in humans show activation of dopamine and opioid 
neurotransmitters during alcohol and other substance use 
(including nicotine).10,17 Other studies show that antagonists, 
or inhibitors, of dopamine and opioid receptors can block 
drug and alcohol seeking in both animals and humans.14,18,19

Antagonist. A chemical substance that 
binds to and blocks the activation of 
certain receptors on cells, preventing 
a biological response. Naloxone is 
an example of an opioid receptor 
antagonist.

1
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Cannabinoids such as delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the primary psychoactive component of 
marijuana, target the brain’s internal or endogenous cannabinoid system. This system also contributes 
to reward by affecting the function of dopamine neurons and the release of dopamine in the nucleus 
accumbens. 

Figure 2.5: Actions of Addictive Substances on the Brain

Notes: Figure 2.5 is a simplified schematic of converging acute rewarding actions of addictive substances on the nucleus 
accumbens (NAc). Dopamine neurons that originate in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) project to the NAc. Opioid peptides act 
both in the VTA and NAc. Despite diverse initial actions, addictive substances produce some common effects on the VTA and NAc. 
Stimulants directly increase dopamine (DA) transmission in the NAc. Opioids, alcohol, and inhalants (e.g., the solvent toluene) 
do the same indirectly. Alcohol also activates the release of opioid peptides. Heroin and prescribed opioid pain relievers directly 
activate opioid peptide receptors. Nicotine activates dopamine neurons in the VTA. Cannabinoids may act in the VTA to activate 
dopamine neurons but also act on NAc neurons themselves.

Source: Modified with permission from Nestler, (2005).16

Stimuli Associated with Addictive Substances Can Trigger 
Substance Use
Activation of the brain’s reward system by alcohol and drugs not only generates the pleasurable feelings 
associated with those substances, it also ultimately triggers changes in the way a person responds to 
stimuli associated with the use of those substances. A person learns to associate the stimuli present 
while using a substance—including people, places, drug paraphernalia, and even internal states, such 
as mood—with the substance’s rewarding effects. Over time, these stimuli can activate the dopamine 
system on their own and trigger powerful urges to take the substance. These “wanting” urges are called 
incentive salience and they can persist even after the rewarding effects of the substance have diminished. 
As a result, exposure to people, places, or things previously associated with substance use can serve as 
“triggers” or cues that promote substance seeking and taking, even in people who are in recovery. 
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Figure 2.6 shows the major neurotransmitter systems involved in the binge/intoxication stage of
addiction. In this stage, the neurons in the basal ganglia contribute to the rewarding effects of addictive 
substances and to incentive salience through the release of dopamine and the brain’s natural opioids.

Figure 2.6: Major Neurotransmitter Systems Implicated in the Neuroadaptations Associated 
with the Binge/Intoxication Stage of Addiction
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Notes: Blue represents the basal ganglia involved in the Binge/Intoxication stage. Red represents the extended amygdala involved 
in the Negative Affect/Withdrawal stage. Green represents the prefrontal cortex involved in the Preoccupation/Anticipation stage.

Abbreviations: PFC - prefrontal cortex, DS - dorsal striatum, NAc - nucleus accumbens, BNST - bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, 
CeA - central nucleus of the amygdala, VTA - ventral tegmental area. 

Source: Modified with permission from Koob & Volkow, (2010).14

Early studies in animals demonstrated how incentive salience works. For example, after researchers 
repeatedly gave an animal a stimulant drug (e.g., cocaine) along with a previously neutral stimulus, such 
as a light or a sound, they found that the neutral stimulus by itself caused the animal to engage in drug-
seeking behavior, and it also resulted in dopamine release that had previously occurred only in response 
to the drug.20 Even more compelling results were seen when scientists recorded the electrical activity 
of dopamine-transmitting neurons in animals that had been exposed multiple times to a neutral (non-
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drug) stimulus followed by a drug. At first, the neurons responded only when they were exposed to the 
drug. However, over time, the neurons stopped firing in response to the drug and instead fired when 
they were exposed to the neutral stimulus associated with it. This means that the animals associated the 
stimulus with the substance and, in anticipation of getting the substance, their brains began releasing 
dopamine, resulting in a strong motivation to seek the drug.21,22 Imaging studies in humans have shown 
similar results. For example, dopamine is released in the brains of people addicted to cocaine when they 
are exposed to cues they have come to associate with cocaine.23,24 This effect occurs even though cocaine 
itself causes less dopamine to be released in these individuals compared to those who are not addicted to 
cocaine (an effect also seen with other substances).25 

Together, these studies indicate that stimuli associated with addictive drugs can, by themselves, produce drug-
like effects on the brain and trigger drug use. These findings help to explain why individuals with substance 
use disorders who are trying to maintain abstinence are at increased risk of relapse if they continue to have 
contact with the people they previously used drugs with or the places where they used drugs.

Substances Stimulate Areas of the Brain Involved in Habit 
Formation
A second sub-region of the basal ganglia, the dorsal striatum, is involved in another critical component 
of the binge/intoxication stage: habit formation. The release of dopamine (along with activation of brain 
opioid systems) and release of glutamate (an excitatory neurotransmitter) can eventually trigger changes 
in the dorsal striatum.2,26 These changes strengthen substance-seeking and substance-taking habits as 
addiction progresses, ultimately contributing to compulsive use. 

In Summary: The Binge/Intoxication Stage and the Basal Ganglia
The “reward circuitry” of the basal ganglia (i.e., the nucleus accumbens), along with dopamine and naturally 
occurring opioids, play a key role in the rewarding effects of alcohol and other substances and the ability of stimuli, 
or cues, associated with that substance use to trigger craving, substance seeking, and use. 

As alcohol or substance use progresses, repeated activation of the “habit circuitry” of the basal ganglia (i.e., the 
dorsal striatum) contributes to the compulsive substance seeking and taking that are associated with addiction. 

The involvement of these reward and habit neurocircuits helps explain the intense desire for the substance (craving) 
and the compulsive substance seeking that occurs when actively or previously addicted individuals are exposed to 
alcohol and/or drug cues in their surroundings. 

Withdrawal/Negative Affect Stage: Extended 
Amygdala
The withdrawal/negative affect stage of addiction follows the binge/intoxication stage, and, in turn, 
sets up future rounds of binge/intoxication. During this stage, a person who has been using alcohol or 
drugs experiences withdrawal symptoms, which include negative emotions and, sometimes, symptoms 
of physical illness, when they stop taking the substance. Symptoms of withdrawal may occur with all 
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addictive substances, including marijuana, though they vary in intensity and duration depending on 
both the type of substance and the severity of use. The negative feelings associated with withdrawal are 
thought to come from two sources: diminished activation in the reward circuitry of the basal ganglia14 
and activation of the brain’s stress systems in the extended amygdala (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7: The Withdrawal/Negative Affect Stage and the Extended Amygdala

When used over the long-term, all substances of abuse cause dysfunction in the brain’s dopamine 
reward system.27 For example, brain imaging studies in humans with addiction have consistently shown 
long-lasting decreases in a particular type of dopamine receptor, the D2 receptor, compared with 
non-addicted individuals (Figure 2.8).25,28 Decreases in the activity of the dopamine system have been
observed during withdrawal from stimulants, opioids, nicotine, and alcohol. Other studies also show 
that when an addicted person is given a stimulant, it causes a smaller release of dopamine than when the 
same dose is given to a person who is not addicted. 

These findings suggest that people addicted to substances experience an overall reduction in the sensitivity 
of the brain’s reward system (especially the brain circuits involving dopamine), both to addictive substances 
and also to natural reinforcers, such as food and sex. This is because natural reinforcers also depend upon 
the same reward system and circuits. This impairment explains why those who develop a substance use 
disorder often do not derive the same level of satisfaction or pleasure from once-pleasurable activities. 
This general loss of reward sensitivity may also account for the compulsive escalation of substance use as 
addicted individuals attempt to regain the pleasurable feelings the reward system once provided.15
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Figure 2.8: Time-Related Decrease in Dopamine Released in the Brain of a Cocaine User

  

 

Notes: These fMRI images compare the brain of an individual with a history of cocaine use disorder (middle and right) to the 
brain of an individual without a history of cocaine use (left). The person who has had a cocaine use disorder has lower levels of 
the D2 dopamine receptor (depicted in red) in the striatum one month (middle) and four months (right) after stopping cocaine 
use compared to the non-user. The level of dopamine receptors in the brain of the cocaine user are higher at the 4-month mark 
(right), but have not returned to the levels observed in the non-user (left). 

Source: Modified with permission from Volkow et al., (1993).29

At the same time, a second process occurs during the withdrawal stage: activation of stress 
neurotransmitters in the extended amygdala. These stress neurotransmitters include corticotropin-
releasing factor (CRF), norepinephrine, and dynorphin (Figure 2.9).30

Studies suggest that these neurotransmitters play a key role in the negative feelings associated with 
withdrawal and in stress-triggered substance use. In animal and human studies, when researchers use 
special chemicals called antagonists to block activation of the stress neurotransmitter systems, it has 
the effect of reducing substance intake in response to withdrawal and stress. For example, blocking the 
activation of stress receptors in the brain reduced alcohol consumption in both alcohol-dependent rats 
and humans with an alcohol use disorder.31 Thus, it may be that an additional motivation for drug and 
alcohol seeking among individuals with substance use disorders is to suppress overactive brain stress 
systems that produce negative emotions or feelings. Recent research also suggests that neuroadaptations 
in the endogenous cannabinoid system within the extended amygdala contribute to increased stress 
reactivity and negative emotional states in addiction.32

The desire to remove the negative feelings that accompany withdrawal can be a strong motivator 
of continued substance use. As noted previously, this motivation is strengthened through negative 
reinforcement, because taking the substance relieves the negative feelings associated with withdrawal, at 
least temporarily. Of course, this process is a vicious cycle: Taking drugs or alcohol to lessen the symptoms 
of withdrawal that occur during a period of abstinence actually causes those symptoms to be even worse 
the next time a person stops taking the substance, making it even harder to maintain abstinence.
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Figure 2.9: Major Neurotransmitter Systems Implicated in the Neuroadaptations Associated 
with the Withdrawal/Negative Affect Stage of Addiction

Notes: Not shown is the neurotransmitter norepinephrine which is also activated in the extended amygdala during withdrawal.

Abbreviations: PFC - prefrontal cortex, DS - dorsal striatum, NAc - nucleus accumbens, BNST - bed nucleus of the stria 
terminalis, CeA - central nucleus of the amygdala, VTA - ventral tegmental area.

Source: Modified with permission from Koob & Volkow, (2010).14

In Summary: The Withdrawal/Negative Affect Stage and the Extended 
Amygdala
This stage of addiction involves a decrease in the function of the brain reward systems and an activation of stress 
neurotransmitters, such as CRF and dynorphin, in the extended amygdala. Together, these phenomena provide a 
powerful neurochemical basis for the negative emotional state associated with withdrawal. The drive to alleviate 
these negative feelings negatively reinforces alcohol or drug use and drives compulsive substance taking. 

Preoccupation/Anticipation Stage: Prefrontal Cortex
The preoccupation/anticipation stage of the addiction cycle is the stage in which a person may begin to 
seek substances again after a period of abstinence. In people with severe substance use disorders, that 
period of abstinence may be quite short (hours). In this stage, an addicted person becomes preoccupied 
with using substances again. This is commonly called “craving.” Craving has been difficult to measure in 
human studies and often does not directly link with relapse. 
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This stage of addiction involves the brain’s prefrontal cortex (Figure 2.10) the region that controls executive
function: the ability to organize thoughts and activities, prioritize tasks, manage time, make decisions, and 
regulate one’s own actions, emotions, and impulses. Executive function is essential for a person to make 
appropriate choices about whether or not to use a substance and to override often strong urges to use, 
especially when the person experiences triggers, such as stimuli associated with that substance (e.g., being 
at a party where alcohol is served or where people are smoking) or stressful experiences.

Figure 2.10: The Preoccupation/Anticipation Stage and the Prefrontal Cortex

To help explain how the prefrontal cortex is involved in addiction, some scientists divide the functions 
of this brain region into a “Go system” and an opposing “Stop system.”33 The Go system helps 
people make decisions, particularly those that require significant attention and those involved with 
planning. People also engage the Go system when they begin behaviors that help them achieve goals. 
Indeed, research shows that when substance-seeking behavior is triggered by substance-associated 
environmental cues (incentive salience), activity in the Go circuits of the prefrontal cortex increases 
dramatically. This increased activity stimulates the nucleus accumbens to release glutamate, the main 
excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain. This release, in turn, promotes incentive salience, which 
creates a powerful urge to use the substance in the presence of drug-associated cues.

The Go system also engages habit-response systems in the dorsal striatum, and it contributes to the 
impulsivity associated with substance seeking. Habitual responding can occur automatically and 
subconsciously, meaning a person may not even be aware that they are engaging in such behaviors. The 
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neurons in the Go circuits of the prefrontal cortex stimulate the habit systems of the dorsal striatum 
through connections that use glutamate (Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Major Neurotransmitter Systems Implicated in the Neuroadaptations Associated 
with the Preoccupation/Anticipation Stage of Addiction

 

Abbreviations: PFC - prefrontal cortex, DS - dorsal striatum, NAc - nucleus accumbens, BNST - bed nucleus of the stria 
terminalis, CeA - central nucleus of the amygdala, VTA - ventral tegmental area.

Source: Modified with permission from Koob & Volkow, (2010).14

The Stop system inhibits the activity of the Go system. Especially relevant to its role in addiction, this 
system controls the dorsal striatum and the nucleus accumbens, the areas of the basal ganglia that are 
involved in the binge/intoxication stage of addiction. Specifically, the Stop system controls habit responses 
driven by the dorsal striatum, and scientists think that it plays a role in reducing the ability of substance-
associated stimuli to trigger relapse—in other words, it inhibits incentive salience.34

The Stop system also controls the brain’s stress and emotional systems, and plays an important role in 
relapse triggered by stressful life events or circumstances. Stress-induced relapse is driven by activation of 
neurotransmitters such as CRF, dynorphin, and norepinephrine in the extended amygdala. As described 
above, these neurotransmitters are activated during prolonged abstinence during the withdrawal/negative 
affect stage of addiction. More recent work in animals also implicates disruptions in the brain’s cannabinoid 
system, which also regulates the stress systems in the extended amygdala, in relapse. Studies show that lower 
activity in the Stop component of the prefrontal cortex is associated with increased activity of stress circuitry 
involving the extended amygdala, and this increased activity drives substance-taking behavior and relapse.37
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Brain imaging studies in people with addiction show disruptions in the function of both the Go and 
Stop circuits.35-37 For example, people with alcohol, cocaine, or opioid use disorders show impairments 
in executive function, including disruption of decision-making and behavioral inhibition. These 
executive function deficits parallel changes in the prefrontal cortex and suggest decreased activity in the 
Stop system and greater reactivity of the Go system in response to substance-related stimuli.

Indeed, a smaller volume of the prefrontal cortex in abstinent, previously addicted individuals predicts a 
shorter time to relapse.38 Studies also show that diminished prefrontal cortex control over the extended 
amygdala is particularly prominent in humans with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), a condition 
that is frequently accompanied by drug and alcohol use disorders.39 These findings bolster support for 
the role of the prefrontal cortex-extended amygdala circuit in stress-induced relapse, and suggest that 
strengthening prefrontal cortex circuits could aid substance use disorder treatment. 

In Summary: The Preoccupation/Anticipation Stage and the Prefrontal 
Cortex
This stage of the addiction cycle is characterized by a disruption of executive function caused by a compromised 
prefrontal cortex. The activity of the neurotransmitter glutamate is increased, which drives substance use habits 
associated with craving, and disrupts how dopamine influences the frontal cortex.2 The over-activation of the Go 
system in the prefrontal cortex promotes habit-like substance seeking, and the under-activation of the Stop system 
of the prefrontal cortex promotes impulsive and compulsive substance seeking. 

To recap, addiction involves a three-stage cycle—binge/intoxication, withdrawal/negative affect, and 
preoccupation/anticipation—that worsens over time and involves dramatic changes in the brain reward, 
stress, and executive function systems. Progression through this cycle involves three major regions 
of the brain: the basal ganglia, the extended amygdala, and the prefrontal cortex, as well as multiple 
neurotransmitter systems (Figure 2.12). The power of addictive substances to produce positive feelings
and relieve negative feelings fuels the development of compulsive use of substances. The combination of 
increased incentive salience (binge/intoxication stage), decreased reward sensitivity and increased stress 
sensitivity (withdrawal/negative affect stage), and compromised executive function (preoccupation/
anticipation stage) provides an often overwhelming drive for substance seeking that can be unrelenting.

Different Classes of Substances Affect the Brain and 
Behavior in Different Ways
Although the three stages of addiction generally apply to all addictive substances, different substances 
affect the brain and behavior in different ways during each stage of the addiction cycle. Differences in the 
pharmacokinetics of various substances determine the duration of their effects on the body and partly 
account for the differences in their patterns of use. For example, nicotine has a short half-life, which 
means smokers need to smoke often to maintain the effect. In contrast, THC, the primary psychoactive 
compound in marijuana, has a much longer half-life. As a result, marijuana smokers do not typically smoke 
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as frequently as tobacco smokers.40 Typical patterns of use are 
described below for the major classes of addictive substances. 
However, people often use these substances in combination.41 
Additional research is needed to understand how using more 
than one substance affects the brain and the development and 
progression of addiction, as well as how use of one substance 
affects the use of others.

1

Pharmacokinetics. What the body does 
to a drug after it has been taken, including 
how rapidly the drug is absorbed, broken 
down, and processed by the body.

1

Figure 2.12: The Primary Brain Regions and Neurotransmitter Systems Involved in Each of the 
Three Stages of the Addiction Cycle 

Opioids

Opioids attach to opioid receptors in the brain, which leads to a release of dopamine in the nucleus 
accumbens, causing euphoria (the high), drowsiness, and slowed breathing, as well as reduced pain 
signaling (which is why they are frequently prescribed as pain relievers). Opioid addiction typically 
involves a pattern of: (1) intense intoxication, (2) the development of tolerance, (3) escalation in use, 
and (4) withdrawal signs that include profound negative emotions and physical symptoms, such as 
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bodily discomfort, pain, sweating, and intestinal distress and, in the most severe cases, seizures. As use 
progresses, the opioid must be taken to avoid the severe negative effects that occur during withdrawal. 
With repeated exposure to opioids, stimuli associated with the pleasant effects of the substances 
(e.g., places, persons, moods, and paraphernalia) and with the negative mental and physical effects of 
withdrawal can trigger intense craving or preoccupation with use. 

Alcohol
When alcohol is consumed it interacts with several 
neurotransmitter systems in the brain, including the inhibitory 
neurotransmitter GABA, glutamate, and others that produce 
euphoria as well as the sedating, motor impairing, and anxiety-
reducing effects of alcohol intoxication. Alcohol addiction 
often involves a similar pattern as opioid addiction, often 
characterized by periods of binge or heavy drinking followed 
by withdrawal. As with opioids, addiction to alcohol is characterized by intense craving that is often 
driven by negative emotional states, positive emotional states, and stimuli that have been associated with 
drinking, as well as a severe emotional and physical withdrawal syndrome. Many people with severe 
alcohol use disorder engage in patterns of binge drinking followed by withdrawal for extended periods 
of time. Extreme patterns of use may evolve into an opioid-like use pattern in which alcohol must be 
available at all times to avoid the negative consequences of withdrawal.

1

Binge drinking. For men, drinking 5 or 
more standard alcoholic drinks, and for 
women, 4 or more standard alcoholic 
drinks on the same occasion on at least 
1 day in the past 30 days. 1

Stimulants
Stimulants increase the amount of dopamine in the reward circuit (causing the euphoric high) either 
by directly stimulating the release of dopamine or by temporarily inhibiting the removal of dopamine 
from synapses, the gaps between neurons. These drugs also boost dopamine levels in brain regions 
responsible for attention and focus on tasks (which is why stimulants like methylphenidate [Ritalin®] 
or dextroamphetamine [Adderall®] are often prescribed for people with attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder). Stimulants also cause the release of norepinephrine, a neurotransmitter that affects 
autonomic functions like heart rate, causing a user to feel energized. 

Addiction to stimulants, such as cocaine and amphetamines (including methamphetamine), typically 
follows a pattern that emphasizes the binge/intoxication stage. A person will take the stimulant 
repeatedly during a concentrated period of time lasting for hours or days (these episodes are called 
binges). The binge is often followed by a crash, characterized by negative emotions, fatigue, and 
inactivity. Intense craving then follows, which is driven by environmental cues associated with the 
availability of the substance, as well as by a person’s internal state, such as their emotions or mood.

Marijuana (Cannabis)
Like other drugs, marijuana (also called cannabis) leads to increased dopamine in the basal ganglia, 
producing the pleasurable high. It also interacts with a wide variety of other systems and circuits in 
the brain that contain receptors for the body’s natural cannabinoid neurotransmitters. Effects can be 
different from user to user, but often include distortions in motor coordination and time perception. 
Cannabis addiction follows a pattern similar to opioids. This pattern involves a significant binge/
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intoxication stage characterized by episodes of using the substance to the point of intoxication. Over 
time, individuals begin to use the substance throughout the day and show chronic intoxication during 
waking hours. Withdrawal is characterized by negative emotions, irritability, and sleep disturbances.40 
Although the craving associated with cannabis42 has been less studied than for other substances, it is most 
likely linked to both environmental and internal states, similar to those of other addictive substances.43,44

Synthetic Drugs
Different classes of chemically synthesized (hence the term synthetic) drugs have been developed, each 
used in different ways and having different effects in the brain. Synthetic cathinones, more commonly 
known as “bath salts,” target the release of dopamine in a similar manner as the stimulant drugs described 
above. To a lesser extent, they also activate the serotonin neurotransmitter system, which can affect 
perception. Synthetic cannabinoids, sometimes referred to as “K2”, “Spice”, or “herbal incense,” somewhat 
mimic the effects of marijuana but are often much more powerful. Drugs such as MDMA (ecstasy) and 
lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) also act on the serotonin neurotransmitter system to produce changes 
in perception. Fentanyl is a synthetic opioid medication that is used for severe pain management and is 
considerably more potent than heroin. Prescription fentanyl, as well as illicitly manufactured fentanyl 
and related synthetic opioids, are often mixed with heroin but are also increasingly used alone or sold on 
the street as counterfeit pills made to look like prescription opioids or sedatives.

Factors that Increase Risk for Substance Use, 
Misuse, and Addiction 
Not all people use substances, and even among those who use them, not all are equally likely to become 
addicted. Many factors influence the development of substance use disorders, including developmental, 
environmental, social, and genetic factors, as well as co-occurring mental disorders. Other factors protect 
people from developing a substance use disorder or addiction. The relative influence of these risk and protective 
factors varies across individuals and the lifespan. The following sections discuss some of these factors.

Early Life Experiences 
The experiences a person has early in childhood and in 
adolescence can set the stage for future substance use and, 
sometimes, escalation to a substance use disorder or addiction. 
Early life stressors can include physical, emotional, and sexual 
abuse; neglect; household instability (such as parental substance 
use and conflict, mental illness, or incarceration of household 
members);45 and poverty.46 Research suggests that the stress caused by these risk factors may act on the same 
stress circuits in the brain as addictive substances, which may explain why they increase addiction risk.47

Adolescence is a critical period in the vulnerability to substance use and use disorders, because a 
hallmark of this developmental period is risk taking and experimentation, which for some young 
people includes trying alcohol, marijuana, or other drugs. In addition, the brain undergoes significant 
changes during this life stage, making it particularly vulnerable to substance exposure.48 Importantly, 

See Chapter 1 - Introduction and 
Overview and Chapter 3 - Prevention 
Programs and Policies.

1

1
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the frontal cortex—a region in the front part of the brain that includes the prefrontal cortex—does not 
fully develop until the early to mid-20s, and research shows that heavy drinking and drug use during 
adolescence affects development of this critical area of the brain.49 

About three quarters (74 percent) of 18- to 30-year-olds admitted to treatment programs began using 
substances at the age of 17 or younger.50 Individuals who start using substances during adolescence 
often experience more chronic and intensive use, and they are at greater risk of developing a substance 
use disorder compared with those who begin use at an older age. In other words, the earlier the 
exposure, the greater the risk.51 

Not all adolescents who experiment with alcohol, cigarettes, or other substances go on to develop a 
substance use disorder, but research suggests that those who do progress to more harmful use may have 
pre-existing differences in their brains. For example, a brain imaging study of adolescents revealed that 
the volume of the frontal cortex was smaller in youth who transitioned from no or minimal drinking 
to heavy drinking over the course of adolescence than it was in youth who did not drink during 
adolescence.49 Additional research can shed light on how these differences contribute to the progression 
from use to a disorder, as well as how changes caused by substance use affect brain function and 
behavior and whether they can be reversed. 

Genetic and Molecular Factors
Genetic factors are thought to account for 40 to 70 percent of individual differences in risk for 
addiction.52,53 Although multiple genes are likely involved in the development of addiction, only a few 
specific gene variants have been identified that either predispose to or protect against addiction. Some 
of these variants have been associated with the metabolism of alcohol and nicotine, while others involve 
receptors and other proteins associated with key neurotransmitters and molecules involved in all parts of 
the addiction cycle.54 Genes involved in strengthening the connections between neurons and in forming 
drug memories have also been associated with addiction risk.55,56 Like other chronic health conditions, 
substance use disorders are influenced by the complex interplay between a person’s genes and environment. 
Additional research on the mechanisms underlying gene by environment interactions is expected to 
provide insight into how substance use disorders develop and how they can be prevented and treated. 

Use of Multiple Substances and Co-occurring 
Mental Health Conditions
Many individuals with a substance use disorder also have a mental disorder,57,58 and some have multiple 
substance use disorders. For example, according to the 2015 National Survey on Drug Use and Health 

(NSDUH), of the 20.8 million people aged 12 or older who had a substance use disorder during the 
past year, about 2.7 million (13 percent) had both an alcohol use and an illicit drug use disorder, and 
41.2 percent also had a mental illness.59 Particularly striking is the 3- to 4-fold higher rate of tobacco 
smoking among patients with schizophrenia and the high prevalence of co-existing alcohol use disorder 
in those meeting criteria for PTSD. It is estimated that 30-60 percent of patients seeking treatment for 
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alcohol use disorder meet criteria for PTSD,60,61 and approximately one third of individuals who have 
experienced PTSD have also experienced alcohol dependence at some point in their lives.60

The reasons why substance use disorders and mental disorders often occur together are not clear, and 
establishing the relationships between these conditions is difficult. Still, three possible explanations 
deserve attention. One reason for the overlap may be that having a mental disorder increases 
vulnerability to substance use disorders because certain substances may, at least temporarily, be able to 
reduce mental disorder symptoms and thus are particularly negatively reinforcing in these individuals. 
Second, substance use disorders may increase vulnerability for mental disorders,62-64 meaning that the 
use of certain substances might trigger a mental disorder that otherwise would have not occurred. For 
example, research suggests that alcohol use increases risk for PTSD by altering the brain’s ability to 
recover from traumatic experiences.65,66 Similarly, the use of marijuana, particularly marijuana with a 
high THC content, might contribute to schizophrenia in those who have specific genetic vulnerabilities.67 
Third, it is also possible that both substance use disorders and mental disorders are caused by shared, 
overlapping factors, such as particular genes, neurobiological deficits, and exposure to traumatic or 
stressful life experiences. As these possibilities are not mutually exclusive, the relationship between 
substance use disorders and mental disorders may result from a combination of these processes.  

Regardless of which one might influence the development of the other, mental and substance use 
disorders have overlapping symptoms, making diagnosis and treatment planning particularly 
difficult. For example, people who use methamphetamine for a long time may experience paranoia, 
hallucinations, and delusions that may be mistaken for symptoms of schizophrenia. And, the 
psychological symptoms that accompany withdrawal, such as depression and anxiety, may be mistaken 
as simply part of withdrawal instead of an underlying mood disorder that requires independent 
treatment in its own right. Given the prevalence of co-occurring substance use and mental disorders, 
it is critical to continue to advance research on the genetic, neurobiological, and environmental factors 
that contribute to co-occurring disorders and to develop interventions to prevent and treat them.

Biological Factors Contributing to Population-based 
Differences in Substance Misuse and Substance Use 
Disorders

Differences Based on Sex 
Some groups of people are also more vulnerable to substance misuse and substance use disorders. For 
example, men tend to drink more than women and they are at higher risk for alcohol use disorder, 
although the gender differences in alcohol use are declining.68 Men are also more likely to have other 
substance use disorders.69 However, clinical reports suggest that women who use cocaine, opioids, or 
alcohol progress from initial use to a disorder at a faster rate than do men (called “telescoping”).70-72 

Compared with men, women also exhibit greater symptoms of withdrawal from some drugs, such as 
nicotine. They also report worse negative affects during withdrawal and have higher levels of the stress 
hormone cortisol.73 
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Sex differences in reaction to addictive substances are not particular to humans. Female rats, in general, 
learn to self-administer drugs and alcohol more rapidly, escalate their drug taking more quickly, show 
greater symptoms of withdrawal, and are more likely to resume drug seeking in response to drugs, 
drug-related cues, or stressors. The one exception is that female rats show less withdrawal symptoms 
related to alcohol use.74 Researchers are investigating the neurobiological bases for these differences. 

Differences Based on Race and Ethnicity
Research on the neurobiological factors contributing to differential rates of substance use and substance 
use disorders in particular racial and ethnic groups is much more limited. A study using functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) found that African American smokers showed greater activation of 
the prefrontal cortex upon exposure to smoking-related cues than did White smokers, an effect that may 
partly contribute to the lower smoking-cessation success rates observed among African Americans.75 

Alcohol research with racial and ethnic groups has shown that approximately 36 percent of East Asians 
carry a gene variant that alters the rate at which members of that racial group metabolize alcohol, causing a 
buildup of acetaldehyde, a toxic byproduct of alcohol metabolism that produces symptoms such as flushing, 
nausea, and rapid heartbeat. Although these effects may protect some individuals of East Asian descent 
from alcohol use disorder, those who drink despite the effects are at increased risk for esophageal76 and 
head and neck cancers.77 Another study found that even low levels of alcohol consumption by Japanese 
Americans may result in adverse effects on the brain, a finding that may be related to the differences in 
alcohol metabolism described above.78 Additional research will help to clarify the interactions between race, 
ethnicity, and the neuroadaptations that underlie substance misuse and addiction. This work may inform 
the development of more precise preventive and treatment interventions.

Recommendations for Research 
Decades of research demonstrate that chronic substance misuse leads to profound disruptions of brain 
circuits involved in the experience of pleasure or reward, habit formation, stress, and decision-making. 
This work has paved the way for the development of a variety of therapies that effectively help people 
reduce or abstain from alcohol and drug misuse and regain control over their lives. In spite of this 
progress, our understanding of how substance use affects the brain and behavior is far from complete. 
Four research areas are specifically emphasized in the text below.

Effects of Substance Use on Brain Circuits and Functions 
Continued research is necessary to more thoroughly explain how substance use affects the brain 
at the molecular, cellular, and circuit levels. Such research has the potential to identify common 
neurobiological mechanisms underlying substance use disorders, as well as other related mental 
disorders. This research is expected to reveal new neurobiological targets, leading to new medications 
and non-pharmacological treatments—such as transcranial magnetic stimulation or vaccines—for 
the treatment of substance use disorders. A better understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms 
underlying substance use disorders could also help to inform behavioral interventions. Therefore, 
basic research that further elucidates the neurobiological framework of substance use disorders and 
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co-occurring mental disorders, as well as research leading to the development of new medications 
and other therapeutics to treat the underlying neurobiological mechanisms of substance use disorders 
should be accelerated. 

As with other diseases, individuals vary in the development and progression of substance use disorders. 
Not only are some people more likely to use and misuse substances than are others and to progress from 
initial use to addiction differently, individuals also differ in their vulnerability to relapse and in how 
they respond to treatments. For example, some people with substance use disorders are particularly 
vulnerable to stress-induced relapse, but others may be more likely to resume substance use after being 
exposed to drug-related cues. Developing a thorough understanding of how neurobiological differences 
account for variation among individuals and groups will guide the development of more effective, 
personalized prevention and treatment interventions. Additionally, determining how neurobiological 
factors contribute to differences in substance misuse and addiction between women and men and 
among racial and ethnic groups is critical. 

Continued advances in neuroscience research will further enhance our understanding of substance 
use disorders and accelerate the development of new interventions. Data gathered through the 
National Institutes of Health’s Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development study, the largest long-term 
study of cognitive and brain development in children across the United States, is expected to yield 
unprecedented information about how substance use affects adolescent brain development. The 
Human Connectome Project and the Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies 
(BRAIN) initiative are poised to spur an explosion of knowledge about the structure and function 
of brain circuits and how the brain affects behavior. Technologies that can alter the activity of 
dysfunctional circuits are being explored as possible treatments. Moreover, continued advances in 
genomics, along with President Obama’s Precision Medicine Initiative, a national effort to better 
understand how individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle contribute to disease, 
are expected to bring us closer to developing individually-tailored preventive and treatment 
interventions for substance-related conditions. 

Neurobiological Effects of Recovery
Little is known about the factors that facilitate or inhibit long-term recovery from substance use 
disorders or how the brain changes over the course of recovery. Developing a better understanding 
of the recovery process, and the neurobiological mechanisms that enable people to maintain changes 
in their substance use behavior and promote resilience to relapse, will inform the development of 
additional effective treatment and recovery support interventions. Therefore, an investigation of the 
neurobiological processes that underlie recovery and contribute to improvements in social, educational, 
and professional functioning is necessary.
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Adolescence, Brain Change, and Vulnerability to Substance Use 
Disorders
Although young people are particularly vulnerable to 
the adverse effects of substance use, not all adolescents 
who experiment with alcohol or drugs go on to develop a 
substance use disorder. Prospective, longitudinal studies are 
needed to investigate whether pre-existing neurobiological 
factors contribute to adolescent substance use and the 
development of substance use disorders, how adolescent 
substance use affects brain structure and function, and whether the changes in brain structure and 
function that accompany chronic substance use can recover over time. Studies that follow groups of 
adolescents over time to learn about the developing human brain should be conducted. These studies 
should investigate how pre-existing neurobiological factors contribute to substance use, misuse, and 
addiction, and how adolescent substance use affects brain function and behavior.

1

Longitudinal study. A type of study 
in which data on a particular group of 
people are gathered repeatedly over a 
period of years or even decades. 

1

Neurobiological Effects of Polysubstance Use and Emerging 
Drug Products
Patterns of alcohol and drug use change over time. New drugs or drug combinations, delivery systems, 
and routes of administration emerge, and with them new questions for  public health. For example, 
concern is growing that increasing use of marijuana extracts with extremely high amounts of THC 
could lead to higher rates of addiction among marijuana users. Concerns also are emerging about how 
new products about which little is known, such as synthetic cannabinoids and synthetic cathinones, 
affect the brain. Additional research is needed to better understand how such products - as well as 
emerging addictive substances - affect brain function and behavior, and contribute to addiction.
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